Module 1

Essential Information
A Review of the Module

Module 1 contains introductory information on The Fundamentals of Scouting, the structure of
The Scout Association, safety and safeguarding. All of which are vital to ensure that all young
people can enjoy safe Scouting.
Essential Information is a mandatory module for nearly all adults in Scouting.

Key Objectives
There are 15 objectives to this module.
1. Outline the Purpose, Values and Method of Scouting
and explain how they can be implemented within your role.
2. Outline the Promise and Law and how these translate
the Fundamentals for all members.
3. Demonstrate an understanding of The Scout
Association’s Equal Opportunities Policy (2013); and
explain how it can be implemented within your role.
4. Demonstrate an understanding of Policy, Organisation
and Rules in relation to your role and the role of others in
Scouting.
5. Demonstrate an understanding of the Adult Training
Scheme and the on-going learning opportunities available
to adults within Scouting.
6. Describe how your role fits within the structure of the
Group/District/County and identify the support networks
available within it.
7. Outline the types of support and information offered by
the Scout Information Centre, and explain how to access it.

8. Demonstrate an understanding of the Safety Policy; the
importance of a Leader in Charge; and identify the structures
and support in place to ensure safe Scouting.
9. Explain of The Scout Association’s approach to risk
assessment and the support available to deliver safe Scout
activities within relevant rules and guidance.
10. Outline the actions to take following an accident or
incident during a Scouting activity. Including the reporting of
serious accidents and near misses.
11. Implement and understand the importance of The Scout
Association’s child protection code of behaviour, The Yellow
Card.
12. Demonstrate an understanding of your role in protecting
young people from harm within Scouting.
13. Name the categories of child abuse and neglect; and be
able to recognise the core signs and indicators of each.
14. Know how to respond to concerns about the safety and
welfare of young people using Scouting’s child protection
guidance and procedures.
15. Be equipped with the knowledge, skills and confidence to
identify and prevent bullying within Scouting.

Factsheets, Handouts & Other Resources
The Adventure Starts Here: Quick Guide to Scouting (covers Policies)
Advice, Support, Guidance: Scout Information Centre flyer
Young People First (yellow card)
Emergency Procedures in Scouting (purple card)
Staying Safe (green card – for leaders)
Stay Safe (Section specific)
Module Matrix
Let’s Stamp out Bullying Together
FS140099: Fundamentals Explained: Purpose, values and method in Scouting
FS322016: The Promise
FS 120075 In Touch
FS 320012 Safety – practical tips
FS120081 Activity Information form
FS120000 Activities – risk assessment
FS 103011 Social Networking Sites and Scouting
Leader’s Training Guide (pdf file from www.scouts-scotland.org.uk
www.scouts.org.uk/learners/resources Training Support Resources including:
Adults Personal File
Policy, Organisation and Rules (P.O.R.)
The Scout Information Centre info.centre@scouts.org.uk, 0845 300 1818 and online
Programmes Online at www.scouts.org.uk (needs registration and log-in)

How to use this review sheet:
 This sheet is NOT an
alternative to Module 1
training.
 It can be used by Training
Advisers to help decide if
training is required.
 It can be used as a review
for those who have
attended or completed
Module 1 training.
September 2015

Validation Criteria
To validate this module the learner will need to:
Discuss the fundamental principles and key policies of Scouting
with a Training Adviser to demonstrate your understanding. The
discussion should include the Child Protection and Equal
Opportunities Policy, and should cover what an adult should do if
abuse is suspected and/or reported.
And complete TWO of the following:
1. Carry out a risk assessment of a meeting place.

3. Create and deliver an activity to explain the Promise
and the Law and how they relate to the Fundamentals of
The Scout Association to young people or adults new to
Scouting.
4. Work with young people to create and implement an
anti-bullying code, and explain how it may help to
prevent bullying within the section.
5. Any other ideas subject to agreement with your
Training Adviser.
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The Purpose of Scouting (why we do it)
‘Scouting exists to actively engage and support young people in their personal
development, empowering them to make a positive contribution to society’.

The Scouting method (how we do it),
Scouting takes place when young people, in
partnership with adults, work together based
on the values of Scouting and:
• enjoy what they are doing and have fun
• learn by doing
• undertake new and challenging activities
• take responsibility and make choices
• work in groups
• take part in activities outdoors and indoors
• share in spiritual reflection
• make and live by their Promise.

The values of Scouting (which guides how we act in Scouting)
Integrity We act with integrity; we are honest, trustworthy and loyal.
Respect We have self respect and respect for others.
Care We support others and take care of the world in which we live.
Belief We explore our faiths, beliefs and attitudes.
Cooperation We make a positive difference; we cooperate with others and make friends.

The Scout Promise
“On my honour,
I Promise that I will do my best,
to do my duty to God and to the Queen,
to help other people
and to keep the Scout Law.”

Equal Opportunities Policy

The Scout Law

No young person or adult in Scouting should receive less
favourable treatment on the basis of class, age, ethnic origin,
nationality or race, gender, marital status or sexual
orientation, mental or physical ability, political or religious
belief. Paedophilia is a bar to any involvement in Scouting.

A Scout is to be trusted.
A Scout is loyal.
A Scout is friendly and considerate.
A Scout belongs to the worldwide family of Scouts.
A Scout has courage in all difficulties.
A Scout makes good use of time and is careful of
possessions and property.
A Scout has self-respect and respect for others.

Child Protection Policy
The Scout Association is committed to:
 taking into account in all its considerations and
activities the interests and well-being of young
people;
 respecting the rights, wishes and feelings of the
young people with whom it is working;
 taking all reasonable practicable steps to
protect them from neglect, physical, sexual and
emotional harm;
 promoting the welfare of young people and their
protection within a relationship of trust.

.

The Beaver Scout Promise
“I promise that I will be kind and helpful and to love God.”

Categories of Abuse
•
•
•
•

The Yellow Card “Young People First” details the child
protection policy and code of practice.

•

It is the responsibility of all those involved in Scouting to
seek to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that all
activities are conducted safely without risk to participants.

The Purple Card “Safe Scouting and Emergency
Procedures” details the safety policy and code of practice.







Anti-Bullying Policy
Adults in Scouting should:
 Be aware of problems bullying may cause
 Be alert to signs of bullying
 Be sensitive to the needs of others
 Take action to deal with bullying
 Help ensure their Group/Section has a published
policy on bullying

Physical abuse
Sexual abuse
Emotional abuse
Neglect

5 Steps to Risk Assessment

Safety Policy
•

The Cub Scout Law

Cub Scouts always do their best, think of others before
themselves and do a good turn every day.

Look for hazards
Decide who might be harmed and how
Evaluate the risks and decide whether existing
precautions are adequate or more should be done
Record findings
Review your assessment and revisit if necessary
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Religious Policy
All Members of the Movement are encouraged to:
 do their best to do their duty to their God;
 belong to some religious body;
 carry into daily practice what they profess.
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